


Spa Moduls offer spectacular regular and special solutions for business and private projects. 
We understand our wellness-clients and their high expectations. As a well-being or 
wellness-centre oriented disign and construction firm, we understand that design should have 
both: form and function. Taking these aspects into account we create sensuous spa-area, 
where is used only the newest technology. Our designers have created various product 
assortment for the bathrooms, vapour baths and spas. Usually the blank products are in a 
serial production, however according to your wishes and opportunities we produce also special 
subscriptions. So, we offer very unique products, that are disigned only for you!

We  create form ideas the reality, by consulting design, creative solutions and 
technical information. In necessary, we could help with final emplacement, 
visual examination and remission.



Saunas
Our manufactured unique saunas it is possible to 
enjoy sauna as it was centuries ago in 
Acient-Greece or – Rome. Cupola, Tacco and 
Cubo design-saunas afford enjoying quality and 
comfy in spas or at home. Design-sauna serial 
products capacity depends on its proportions 
from 4 up to 14 persons.

Design saunas are available as a serial 
production or as a special subscription. 



Cubo......................

.......Tacco

Cupola..........
1660x1660x2250

2000x2000x2250

2000x2100x2000



Benches and reclining chairs
We design and produce also benches and reclining chairs accordingly to our clients wishes, needs 
and possibilities. There could be some limitations on the emplacement, however we could minimize 
these risks by drawing on the concrete scheme. Benches and reclining chairs are prodused in a 
serial production or as a special subscription. 
Moreover, we also offer blank benches and 
reclining chairs, so it is possible to give the 
final design by yourself at home. 



DeLuxe...........

................Sleep

Couche..............

6000x3700x860

2051x700x844

1867x700x958



............Basic

2000x700x1000

Relax...........

2840x1450x1100



Shower areas
We offer serial produced or special subscriptioned shower-corners 
and –curves, that are designed variously. These uniquely designed 
shower areas liven and differentiate from the usual private 
houses’ and spas’ room furnishings. 

Exclusive product Tulipe offers feast for the eye at home, 
in spas or in hotels and beauty salongs. Roundish shower 
curves are available severally or multiply. Moreover, we 
produce specific designcurves that could be used at the 
same time by several people. 



Tulipe........

.........Shower

Circle............

1250x1250x2500

2095x2095x2100

1160x1090x2100



Doors for saunas
We offer doors for sauna rooms in several sizes and with different 
door glass. Delivery time for 1-10 products is ca 3 weeks. For larger 
quantities the delivery time upon special agreement. Tempered glass 
and high quality aluminum frames are used for the production of sauna 
doors, the glass of which is mattified with sandblast.
Aluminum frames are very strong and do not rust. The doors can be 
used as right-handed or left handed and the handedness can be 
changed upon request.

Profile dimensions: 42x70mm.
 
The choice of glass includes the following shades: bronze, grey, bright, 
silkscreen print with three bright horizontal stripes, satinovo.
 
Glass thickness: 8 mm
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